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Publications
of the world's richest artistic traditions: blossoms, birds, wildlife,
Over 1,450 costumed figures in clearly detailed engravings — from medallions, dragons, and more.
the dawn of civilization to the end of the 19th century. Features many Scandinavian Folk Designs Courier Corporation
folk costumes. Captions.
269 modern paper-cuttings from Mainland China: horses, pandas,
butterflies, flowers, fish, peacocks, monkeys, phoenixes, lanterns, vases,
Chinese Motifs and Designs Courier Corporation
landscapes, other traditional and modern motifs — printed solid red, black,
This compilation features more than 175 dynamic, royalty-free
blue, or green.
motifs in a wide range of styles. Derived from the metalwork,
woodwork, textiles, carvings, and ceramics of the Viking homelands Women Courier Corporation
Over 1,200 ornamental and decorative designs from five millennia —
of Norway, Denmark, and Sweden, they include sinuously
including examples from Assyrian, Greek, Roman, Byzantine, Nordic,
intertwined patterns, mythological animals, dragon-slaying heroes on
Chinese, Japanese, and other cultures and from European Renaissance,
horseback, and many other striking images.

Creative Haven Art Nouveau Fashions Coloring Book Dover
Publications
Bonnets, capes, caps, shawls, bodices, and crinolines as people
Silhouette Designs for Artists and Craftspeople Courier
actually wore them from 1840 to 1914. More than 200 photos depict Corporation
aristocrats and members of the middle class as well as celebrities.

Treasury of Chinese Design Motifs Courier Corporation
125 black-and-white images based on motifs in a wide array of
sources: fairy tale collections, medieval French and Celtic
manuscripts, Japanese and Chinese artwork, and more. Smokeand-fire-breathing dragons, scaly creatures of the sea, powerful
beasts endangering the lives of mariners, Celtic dragons with
interwoven body parts, and much more.

Baroque, Rococo, and French Empire periods. 254 plates.

Art Nouveau: The Essential Reference Courier Corporation
Lush allegorical ladies, Grecian maids and Victorian maidens,
Stylish coloring book presents 31 full-page illustrations of
Indians, Japanese, dancers, housewives, courtesans; women
women and girls in the broad-shouldered, narrow-waisted
dancing, smiling, working, weeping, flirting — an unusually rich
fashions in vogue from the 1890s to the early 1900s. Perforated sourcebook of poses, costumes, clothing, everyday life. 488
pages are printed on one side only.
illustrations.
Japanese Optical and Geometrical Art Courier Corporation
With 155 traditional motifs to choose from — all adapted by noted
Danish designer Lis Bartholm — today's artists and craftspeople can
re-create many of the lovely patterns that ornamented domestic
furnishings generations ago.

Viking Designs Courier Corporation
DIVRoyalty-free treasury of 393 full-color, 654 black-and-white
illustrations: heraldic arms, windows, lions, eagles, dragons, shields, crests,
etc. Add medieval romance to any graphic project. /div
Chinese Fashions Courier Corporation
African Designs from Traditional Sources Courier Corporation
Drawn from a 20th-century French collection, this volume interprets
Lavishly printed on coated stock, this handsome volume reproduces 60
Snowflakes in Photographs Courier Corporation
classic motifs of ancient Egypt in a dynamic Art Deco style.
Clothing styles from all classes during the Byzantine Empire are authentic full-color motifs, originally published in mainland China. Painted
Hundreds of images include serpents, scarabs, and mythological
by Lu Hua and Ma Chiang, the motifs include dragons, lions, phoenixes
creatures as well as a profusion of stylized flowers. Individual motifs depicted here in more than 80 drawings. Included are examples (emblematic of feminine beauty), mandarin ducks, cranes (longevity),
of royal wedding garb, a shepherd in a short tunic, a court
can serve as striking spot illustrations, and dozens of borders and
lotuses, peonies, plum blossoms, bats, and more.
panels can be used as repeating patterns.
dancer, a court dignitary, a merchant, a naval officer, body
Heraldry Courier Dover Publications
Outlines of Chinese Symbolism and Art Motives Courier
armor of Roman warriors, a priest, and the robes of the Emperor Sixty authentic full-color motifs drawn from highly stylized
Corporation
Constantine. Captions accompany the illustrations.
opera traditions. Symbolic representations of dragons, lions,
577 authentic Art Nouveau designs ranging in size from fullChinese Cut-Paper Designs Routledge
phoenixes, mandarin ducks, cranes, peonies, lotuses, much
page illustrations to borders, headpieces, tailpieces, and
284 Chinese motifs — flowers and plants, animal life, and more. 100 plates.
initials. Designs include florals, landscapes, and figures, from
more. Vibrant color, subtle hues, beautifully renderings.
Traditional
Chinese
Designs
Courier
Corporation
artists such as Klimt, Bradley, Auriol, and Larcombe.
Dragons Courier Corporation

Treasury of Art Nouveau Design & Ornament Courier Dover

With motifs ranging from 1300 B.C. to the 19th century, here is
Choose from 153 decorative silhouette motifs: lovely ladies
a remarkable volume of 313 black-and-white designs from one
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with elaborate headdresses, graceful wood sprites, ships in full
sail, floral vignettes, a Chinese dragon, and much more. Suitable
for professional and amateur uses, these designs come in a
variety of sizes and will answer virtually any need for
distinctive, royalty-free art.
Décorations Egyptiennes Courier Corporation
Culled from a rare 19th-century source, these 124 black-and-white
illustrations capture the lavish devices and grand sweep of European
Baroque design. This collection is populated by elaborate
architectural ornaments, decorative motifs, and border elements.
1000 Decorative Designs from India Courier Corporation
Full-color and black-and-white works by virtually every key artist of
the Art Nouveau movement, including Mucha, Seguy, Beardsley, and
Verneuil. Includes material from rare books, portfolios, and major
periodicals, plus bibliographies and artist biographies.
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